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Rising Connectivity and Sensing Needs
Improved situational awareness for defense missions. Uninterrupted wireless connectivity for 
global enterprises and cell phone users in urban and rural environments. These are just a couple 
of the many use cases driving demand for secure connectivity with radio frequency (RF) sensing 
capabilities. As seen in radio systems, their goal is to adopt more stringent security while collecting 
and sharing information.

Fifth-generation, non-terrestrial networks with low-Earth orbit satellite constellations providing 
ubiquitous global coverage promise to satisfy these varied use cases. These networks leverage 
active electronically scanned array antennas. For example, diverse applications such as airborne fire-
control radar, military communications, and RF sensing for autonomous vehicles use phased-array 
antennas to deliver the capabilities, quality, and reliability required for connectivity and sensing.

Evolving RF Front End Meets SWAP+C Requirements

As various applications introduce phased-array antennas, the architecture has evolved to meet 
size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP+C) requirements. For antenna systems to reach the next stage 
of evolution, they demand scalable digital beamforming and increased versatility for applications 
such as multiple target tracking with simultaneous fire control and dynamic communication link at 
maximum capacity of user equipment or data bandwidth.

The next-generation RF front-end architecture relies on miniaturizing every functional block, 
replacing some hardware elements with software, and eliminating interconnects by integrating 
the digital baseband and data processing elements. Thanks to technology advancements in RF 
components and data converters, the digital-integrated RF front end has become a practical design 
architecture that can be realized by many future RF communication and sensing systems.
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Digital RF cross-domain test solution benefits include the following:

• enabling novel digital RF stimulus-response tests

• allowing true digital-integrated RF front-end characterization

• unveiling wideband transceiver RF performance

Higher Integration Brings Challenges
Highly integrated RF systems with high-speed data converters and wide operating bandwidths 
provide numerous benefits (Figure 1). However, they also raise challenges for engineers in design and 
performance verification. Overcoming these hurdles quickly is critical to designing and building RF 
systems that meet application needs, reduce cost and time to market, and maintain  
competitive advantage.

Figure 1. With the new digital baseband architecture, the integrated RF front end employs higher speed data converters with 
gigahertz sampling rates, increased operating frequencies, and instantaneous RF bandwidths
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More digital data to analyze

High-speed data converters are key components in transmitters and receivers, generally with 
wide information bandwidths. Modern wideband transmitters and receivers integrate high-speed 
data converters and the RF front end into a single module, preventing individual performance 
characterization.

Testing data converters demands RF test equipment. Yet testing the RF front end requires recording 
and analyzing the digital output data bits. An increased sampling rate for more bandwidth means 
more digital data to process and analyze. Recording digital data to analyze the whole operating RF 
bandwidth of the receivers is time-consuming. This process needs to be repeated hundreds of times 
for systems with many RF paths, such as massive multiple-input, multiple-output and transmit/receive 
modules in array antennas, making complete characterization nearly impossible.

Conventional RF test tool limitations

RF signal generators and analyzers remain useful for testing modern transmitters and receivers. Vector 
network analyzers provide precise performance characterization of the RF front end and components. 
However, stimulus-response measurement methodology and calibration are no longer available for 
testing devices that convert digital and RF signals directly. Instead, the receiver characterization 
often relies on signal generator linearity and signal fidelity, as well as the received digital data analysis 
capability of the users. Although transmitter characterization poses fewer issues, you still need to 
consider measurement and test setup errors.

Performance over higher frequencies and wider bandwidths

The operating frequency of RF systems with high-speed data converters continues to increase, 
sometimes into millimeter-wave frequency ranges such as for Ka-, Q-, and low V-band satellite links. 
These frequencies use designated channels allocated for the end application, but the equipment 
requires testing over the entire operating bandwidth. RF front-end performance becomes more 
frequency-dependent at higher frequencies and wider bandwidths.

For example, the transmitter performance characterized at a single point in a certain channel may differ 
slightly from other points in the same channel. That difference grows more significant as operating 
frequencies increase. Engineers must test at a finer frequency resolution to understand the accurate 
frequency dependency for devices operating in higher and wider frequencies. This simple test for RF 
devices requires more effort for digital-to-RF mixed devices.
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Solution Bridges Digital and RF Domains
Keysight’s Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution accurately characterizes direct digital-to-RF 
mixed devices. Doing so reveals the true RF front-end performance of modern transmitters and 
receivers.

The solution comprises a high-performance vector network analyzer, a vector signal generator, 
and measurement and analysis software (Figure 2). The full system includes a customizable digital 
data and control interface for the transmitters and receivers under test. The test setup interface 
and analysis feature a new wideband transceiver device class and IQ Waveform Creator on Device 
Measurement eXpert (DMX) software, bridging the digital and RF domains.

Figure 2. With the wideband transceiver device class, the DMX enables testing of mixed digital-to-RF devices with test signals 
defined on IQ Waveform Creator
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Cross-domain stimulus and response system

Frequency response is an important performance characteristic of high-frequency wideband RF 
systems. It is critical to maintain system linearity and achieve desired signal reception and transmission 
performance. Yet it is challenging to measure frequency response on digital-to-RF mixed devices. 
In receiver measurements, for example, the RF signal generator outputs the desired signal, and the 
receiver under test receives and digitizes the signal. Two independent systems handle these tasks.

Keysight’s Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution effectively integrates signal generation with RF 
instruments and signal reception with the receiver under test for the purpose of spectral correlation.

Data conversion in signal generation and reception shares the sampling rate or integer multiple of 
the sampling rates and the sampling period, enabling the digital RF cross-domain stimulus-response 
measurement system. The solution includes linear S-parameter error correction and distortion error 
correction on RF instruments to unveil the true performance characteristics of transmitters and 
receivers under test.

Fast frequency and response measurements

The cross-domain stimulus-response measurement with spectral correlation technique provides two 
important benefits:

• fast frequency and power response measurements

• linear and distortion characterization

Multiple frequency components help create the stimulus signals — digital in transmitter tests and RF in 
receiver tests — to cover the desired frequency bandwidth. The signals then play repeatedly. Engineers 
continually acquire the response signals in the same period or integer multiples of periods for better 
accuracy with improved sensitivity and stability. The relationship between the stimulus and response 
signals allows linearly correlated frequency response measurements, such as gain flatness (Figure 3) 
and delay deviation (Figure 4). It also enables uncorrelated distortion like error vector magnitude (EVM).

You can apply the same principle to performance characterization versus power. In this case, the 
stimulus signal is a single frequency component with variable magnitude defined by the range and 
step size. The solution yields compression and saturation performance characteristics.
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Digital wideband receiver characterization

Fully understanding the behavior of digital wideband receivers involves two disciplines: analog 
signal conditioning and digital signal conditioning with data conversion. However, knowledge and 
expertise in these two areas often reside in different organizations: the high-frequency RF design 
team and digital signal processing.

The new architecture of digital wideband receivers combines them and requires knowledge of both 
disciplines for thorough performance characterization. Keysight’s cross-domain test solution takes 
this complexity from users and simplifies the measurement process.

Creating stimulus signals

The stimulus signal in receiver measurements is RF. This process uses an external vector signal 
generator for frequency response measurements, including channel-to-channel deviation. In 
contrast, the vector network analyzer’s (VNA’s) internal signal generators provide power response, 
two-tone intermodulation distortion (IMD), and noise figure measurements.

With Keysight’s S94610B Digital Wideband Transceiver Analysis software, you specify the stimulus 
signal directly for the measurements with internal signal generators — a process as simple as setting 
it up on the VNA. When using an external vector signal generator, you define the stimulus signal 
either on the waveform setup feature in the VNA’s modulation distortion application or using the 
Waveform Creator in the Digital Wideband Transceiver Analysis software.

Figure 3. Gain flatness (magnitude deviation) Figure 4. Deviation from average delay
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Initializing the receiver under test

The Digital Wideband Transceiver Analysis software includes customizable device-under-test (DUT) 
control. That capability sets the device’s operating clock, sampling rate, receive mode, digital 
signal conditioning, data format, and other variables. Users typically execute initialization once 
at the beginning of the characterization by sending a command set via the device’s application 
programming interface (API) or calling executable scripts. Keysight experts can perform the 
customization with the customer-provided user specification, or users can do it for proprietary 
specifications that do not lend themselves to third-party disclosures.

Configuring measurements

Once you have defined the receiver initialization, you can configure measurement parameters and 
data analysis in the Digital Wideband Transceiver Analysis software. The software is ready to play 
stimulus signals on the RF signal generator, trigger the receiver under test to capture the signals, and 
then transfer the captured results to the test system for analysis. Figure 5 shows measurements with 
a receiver channel on an RF wideband transceiver integrated circuit operating at 800 MHz center 
frequency and 76 MHz bandwidth.

Figure 5. Receiver measurement example with (1) EVM, (2) gain and delay flatness, (3) noise figure, and (4) two-tone IMD
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Digital wideband transmitter characterization

Engineers commonly use vector signal analyzers to test transmitters. These analyzers continue to be 
a valid tool for digital wideband transmitter tests. However, this methodology primarily characterizes 
the transmitted signal quality rather than the RF front-end performance characteristics. Keysight’s 
Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution adds the ability to compare the transmitted signals 
with the ideal signals in addition to the previously available vector signal analysis. Available VNA 
calibration removes systematic errors caused by the measurement setup (RF cables, fixtures, and 
other elements in the RF signal path). It extracts true transmitter performance from the measured 
output signals.

Multichannel RF front-end characterization

Modern transceivers include multiple transmit and receive channels in one device or module. The 
channel count can vary from two for a dual-polarized antenna to 64 or more channels for phased-
array antenna submodules. The Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution, based on a VNA, consists 
of multiple measurement channels, enabling simultaneous multichannel transmitter and receiver 
measurements. This provides channel-to-channel gain and delay differences and helps align the 
array antenna response precisely. The example shown in Figure 6 includes dual-channel transmitter 
measurements. It measures both transmitter output signals simultaneously and calculates the gain 
and delay differences versus frequency between the channels.

Figure 6. Channel-to-channel gain and delay differences measured with a dual-channel transmitter
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Solution Configuration
Tables 1 through 3 provide Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution configuration examples. 
Refer to each product configuration guide for complete information on available capabilities and 
accessories.

Table 1. 26.5 GHz configuration

Model / option Description Note

N5242B 10 MHz to 26.5 GHz PNA-X network 
analyzer

Limit transmitter test frequency range 
to 26.5 GHz

N5242B-423 4-port, configurable test set, second 
source, source attenuators, receiver 
attenuators, bias tees, combiner, 
mechanical switches

Required for receiver tests with 
external vector signal generator

N5242B-XSB Third RF source up to 13.5 GHz Recommended for DUT reference 
clock source

S930702B Modulation distortion up to 26.5 GHz Required

S930902B Spectrum analysis up to 26.5 GHz Required for two-tone intermodulation 
distortion, noise figure, or channel 
deviation measurements

M9384B VXG microwave signal generator Refer to the PNA configuration guide 
for alternative vector signal generators

M9384B-001 Add channel 1

M9384B-F20 Frequency range, 1 MHz to 20 GHz Limit receiver test frequency range to 
20 GHz

M9384B-D10 RF bandwidth, 1 GHz with 256 MSa 
memory for frequency options F14 
and F20

Limit receiver test analysis bandwidth 
to 1 GHz

S94601B Device measurement eXpert Required

S94610B Digital Wideband Transceiver 
Analysis software

Required; must be purchased with 
S930702B and S94601B
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Table 2. 50 GHz configuration

Model / option Description Note

N5245B 10 MHz to 50 GHz PNA-X network 
analyzer

Limit transmitter test frequency 
range to 50 GHz

N5245B-423 4-port, configurable test set, second 
source, source attenuators, receiver 
attenuators, bias tees, combiner, 
mechanical switches

Required for receiver tests with 
external vector signal generator

N5245B-XSB Third RF source up to 13.5 GHz Recommended for DUT reference 
clock source

S930705B Modulation distortion up to 50 GHz Required

S930905B Spectrum analysis up to 50 GHz Required for two-tone 
intermodulation distortion, noise 
figure, or channel deviation 
measurements

M9384B VXG microwave signal generator Refer to the PNA configuration 
guide for alternative vector signal 
generators

M9384B-001 Add channel 1

M9384B-F44 Frequency range, 1 MHz to 44 GHz Limit receiver test frequency range 
to 44 GHz

M9384B-D11 RF bandwidth, 1 GHz with 256 MSa 
memory for frequency options F32 
and F44

Limit receiver test analysis 
bandwidth to 1 GHz

S94601B Device measurement eXpert Required

S94610B Digital Wideband Transceiver 
Analysis software

Required; must be purchased with 
S930702B and S94601B
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Table 3. 67 GHz configuration

Model / option Description Note

N5247B 10 MHz to 67 GHz PNA-X network 
analyzer

Limit transmitter test frequency 
range to 67 GHz

N5247B-423 4-port, configurable test set, second 
source, source attenuators, receiver 
attenuators, bias tees, combiner, 
mechanical switches

Required for receiver tests with 
external vector signal generator

N5247B-XSB Third RF source up to 13.5 GHz Recommended for DUT reference 
clock source

S930707B Modulation distortion up to 67 GHz Required

S930907B Spectrum analysis up to 67 GHz Required for two-tone 
intermodulation distortion, noise 
figure, or channel deviation 
measurements

M9384B VXG microwave signal generator Refer to the PNA configuration 
guide for alternative vector signal 
generators

M9384B-001 Add channel 1

M9384B-F44 Frequency range, 1 MHz to 44 GHz Limit receiver test frequency range 
to 44 GHz

M9384B-D11 RF bandwidth, 1 GHz with 256 MSa 
memory for frequency options F32 
and F44

Limit receiver test analysis 
bandwidth to 1 GHz

S94601B Device measurement eXpert Required

S94610B Digital Wideband Transceiver 
Analysis software

Required; must be purchased with 
S930702B and S94601B
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Customized Solution
The Keysight Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution uses a transmitter under test to generate 
stimulus signals or a receiver under test to measure responses. This approach requires tight 
integration of the DUT into the measurement system with the following customizations for the 
unique and usually proprietary device specifications (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Keysight’s Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution includes three customization areas
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Adopting a unique digital interface

Most transmitters and receivers operate with a control device or module, which may be a standard PC-
like device or a completely custom microcontroller. The control device performs the following tasks:

• manages the power, clock distribution, and sequencing

• sets up and changes the device operation, such as transmit and receive mode switching, gain and 
delay settings, and embedded digital or analog signal conditioning / filtering

• sends and receives commands and digital data

The Digital Wideband Transceiver Analysis software includes a customizable software interface to 
the DUT for device initialization, triggering the signal output and data acquisition, and sending and 
receiving digital signal files to and from the DUT. A DUT controller with only a proprietary interface 
may require additional hardware customization.
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Integrating DUT control

The performance characteristics of the RF front end often include the response versus DUT settings, 
such as gain linearity versus gain setting and delay linearity versus delay setting. These common 
characteristics are important for phased-array antennas to steer the beam precisely. It needs to trigger 
measurements at each device setting in a synchronized way to measure the responses most efficiently 
at all device settings. Ideally, you should design the transmitters and receivers for tests with external 
hardware trigger input and output to maximize the test throughput.

Creating the test waveform

The stimulus signal must satisfy the requirements for enabling spectral correlation between input and 
output waveforms. Therefore, it often needs to resample user-defined test signals to create proper 
test waveforms based on the test instruments and DUT operating specifications. The Digital Wideband 
Transceiver Analysis software includes Waveform Creator. It reduces the complexity of adjusting test 
waveforms, creating digital waveform files compatible with specific test setup, device configurations, 
and measurement parameters.
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Figure 8. Swept frequency test signal defined with Waveform Creator

Integration and Customization
While all of the above features are flexible enough for a customer to customize in-house, Keysight 
also offers turnkey test system integration and customization from our Custom Solutions group. Here 
are some ways we can help:

• integration, test, installation, and verification

• custom DUT control using customer or third-party API

• digital interface development (connectivity, data buffer accessibility, data reformatting)

• digital test waveform creation

• RF signal conditioning and multiport signal routing and switching

• fixturing, calibration, and fixture de-embedding

• test automation (test executive, test data management)

• training and support
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Conclusion
The Digital Wideband Transceiver Test Solution addresses unsolved engineering challenges in digital-
RF mixed device development. While RF engineers struggle with large amounts of digital data, digital 
engineers are typically unaware of RF issues. The digital wideband transceiver test solution bridges 
the digital and RF domains to simplify design verification and test. It eliminates in-house analysis of 
large digital data, allowing you to focus on design and development for faster time to market. You 
can continue utilizing trusted test methods and tools, helping you to achieve high product quality 
and deliver the best possible product specifications.
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